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Body: Acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS) can develop from acute pulmonary inflammation
caused by pathogen infection or acid aspiration. Danger signals of the stimulated epithelium have to be
relayed to vascular responses at the endothelial layer, eventually by smooth muscle cell mediator release.
This release may be regulated by the action of the disintegrin and metalloproteinase (ADAM) 17. In vivo, we
compared Adam17+/+ and Tagln-Adam17-/- (deficient for SMC-ADAM17) for LPS- or
acid-aspiration-induced pulmonary inflammation. In vitro, primary murine and human tracheal SMC were
analyzed for cytokine release and the mediating signaling pathways targeting ADAM17 and pathway
members by pharmacological and transcriptional inhibition. The in vivo-conditions were mimicked by either
LPS stimulation or treatment with acid-treated epithelial cell (BEAS-2B) supernatant. The importance of
these ADAM17-dependent signaling pathways in vivo was demonstrated by instillation of TNFα, CXCL1, or
coinstillation of LPS and TGFα into the lungs. SMC-ADAM17 acts proinflammatory in both in vivo-models,
demonstrated by the reduction of cytokine and neutrophil attracting chemokine release, leukocyte
recruitment, and edema formation in Tagln-Adam17-/- in comparison to Adam17+/+ mice.
Endotoxin-induced inflammation is mediated by ADAM17-dependent ErbB1 transactivation via TGFα and
release of TNFα and CXCL1 by SMC, whereas acid-induced inflammation is relayed by ErbB4 activation via
neuregulins. Thus, local targeting of ADAM17 and/or the transactivation pathways in SMC may be an option
for the development of an efficient therapy for acute pulmonary inflammation.
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